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CHAPTER 4. LOOKING AT MEDIA BIAS IN THREE MAJOR CITY NEWSPAPERS: RESULTS OF AUTHOR’S RESEARCH

2. Quantitative data are data that are numerical, such as age, income, number of crimes, number of pages in an article, and so forth. Qualitative data are data
such as description of the murder of the victim as “brutal,” marital status of the victim being mentioned, descriptions of the victim’s personality (“she was well-liked”), the victim being described as a student, location of the article, and so forth. In short, quantitative data are data that can be readily described with numbers, while qualitative data describe qualities and context, data not easily described using numbers.


4. The first phase consisted of coding the articles for word count and location of the story in the newspaper (front page, front section, front of other section, and so forth) to generate data to test the mean (or average) between the two groups. These data would also be used to conduct a logistic regression analysis (a statistical method for prediction) to forecast race by word count, story location, number of photos, and marital status. Second, I attempted to assess the manner in which homicides of black and white victims were reported by enumerating (or counting) the number of story framing characteristics found in the articles across race.


6. The coding scheme of story framing characteristics I developed for the newspaper articles included the following: identification of where the article was found: *Front Page* (this section of the newspaper typically features stories that are considered important events that spark the reader’s attention and generate an interest to read and purchase the rest of the newspaper); *Feature/Full Article* (a feature article is one that reports about an issue, person, or event with added depth and more background details); *Brief News Article* (I categorized a brief news article as one that contains less than 200 words); *Other/Metro Section* (this section typically contains the citywide and countywide local news stories). Additionally, I noted whether the victim’s death included excessive brutality (most newspaper articles contain descriptions of the manner in which the person was killed when these details are made available by
the coroner’s office and police officials). A homicide that describes an injury to the victim that goes beyond what is necessary to end the person’s life will be coded as excessive brutality. More specifically, I have identified the following indicators as excessive brutality: the victim was dismembered; the victim’s body was burned or set on fire; or the victim suffered severe trauma as indicated by more than one method being used to cause harm (for example, stabbed and beaten, strangled and beaten, and so forth). Other story framing characteristics included: Race of the Victim: Coded as “White,” “Black,” “Latina,” or “Unable to Determine.” In assessing or determining the victim’s race, in some cases a photo of the victim (if included in the article) was used. In other cases, race was inferred based on other characteristics in the story (that is, photos of family members of the victim or the surname or last name of the victim, such as “Munoz,” which is associated with Hispanics). Additionally, a phone call was made to the reporter of the story to ascertain the victim’s race, and this information was provided without consequence. When all reasonable avenues were exhausted and the victim’s race could not be determined with any certainty, the victim’s race was coded as “unable to determine.” It should be noted that attempting to identify a victim’s race by photos and surnames is not completely reliable, but doing so served as a reasonable surrogate in the absence of speaking with the victim’s friends and family directly. Age of the Victim—the actual age of the victim in the article was coded as “under 30” (14–29), “30 and over,” or “unable to determine.” Marital Status—coded as “single,” “married,” “separated,” “divorced,” or “unable to determine.” The following framing characteristics were binary coded with the number 1 for “yes” and 2 for “no”: Whether the article mentioned the victim’s job or occupation (2). Whether the reporter interviewed friends, family, neighbors, or acquaintances of the victim. Whether there were references to personal characteristics that describe how others felt about the victim (that is, popular, well-liked, smart, nice, and so forth). Whether the article referred to the victim by first name. Whether the article indicated the victim’s education level (that is, college attended, degree, and so forth). Whether high-ranking police/city officials (chiefs, lieutenants, sergeants, county sheriffs, mayors, county prosecutors, and so forth) commented on the case (2). Whether descriptive (emotionally charged adjectives) were used to describe the crime (that is, “sad,”
“tragic,” “brutal,” “shocking,” “unfortunate,” and so forth). Whether the story was featured on the front page of the edition. Whether the story was featured in the front section of the paper. Whether the story was featured in “front of other” section. Whether the story was featured in the “other” (or local) section of the paper. The number of words contained within the story (word count)—coded as numeric scale variable—actual word count was entered in data spreadsheet.

Pritchard and Hughes argued in their content analysis of newspapers that the article length and number of items published on a particular victim indicate whether a story is newsworthy (David Pritchard and Karen Hughes, “Patterns of Deviance in Crime News,” Journal of Communication 47, no. 3 (1997): 49–67). Whether a photo of the victim was included in the article—coded as “yes” (1) or “no” (2). Whether the article featured other photos (that is, photos of family members, the accused perpetrator of the homicide, and so forth)—coded as “yes” (1) or “no” (2).
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